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re� ection, point out to companies the need 
and the importance of re� ective and pro-ac-
tive communication with employees. 
The competence-oriented educational mod-6. 
el highlights the learning aims of the stu-
dent. Individual learning paths and follow-
up of students draw companies’ attention to 
the importance of a growth path and the in-
dividual co-worker’s personal route of de-
velopment. 
Active competence management prevents a 7. 
one-sided orientation on technological solu-
tions and slows down a process of social os-
si� cation. It creates commitment and loyalty 
because it encourages and supports person-
al development of employees. 
Working on competences, PDPs, etc. re-8. 
quires managers to engage in discussions 
and re� ection with their working force. How 
do we reconcile (the sometimes divergent) 
interests? This stimulates the development 
of a long-term strategy to handle human 
capital and innovation and for the company 
to act as a learning organisation. 
In competence-oriented education one talks 9. 
of the self-regulating student: the student 
who is responsible for his or her educa-
tion through self-control. In industry this is 
translated into an employee who is able to 
work independently and is observed through 
coaching, discussions, performance check 
lists and interviews. 
Finally, a student does his work placement 10. 
in the sixth term of his training. After (at 
least) � ve terms the student is expected to 
master most of the end competences we 
aim at and to be ready to be involved in the 
production process of a company as a jun-
ior employee. This means that even during 
the last term as a student, he or she should 
give evidence of competences such as an at-
titude towards Life Long Learning, of their 
capacity to be a multifunctional team play-
er focussed on the processes rather than the 
individual outcomes.

Cooperation between 
education and industry inspires 
The competence-oriented educational model has 
brought the University College Arteveldehoge-
school and businesses closer and tied up their 
mutual interests. Expectations of industry have 
been made explicit, discussed and � nally translat-
ed into objectives and educational goals. It has 
been the option of the Graphical and Digital Me-
dia department to focus especially on growing 
Flemish companies. In this article we have tried 
to show that this in� uences the selection of com-
panies we wish to cooperate with in the learning 
process too. This applies in particular to business-
es with which we work intensively: for instance, 
companies organising daytime classes for our stu-
dents. This should form a pattern for a contem-
porary, even progressive personnel policy, so that 
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they may live up to 
their exemplary func-
tion and role as learn-
ing organizations. Al-
ternatively, business-
es aiming to improve 
their Human Resourc-
es Management pol-
icy may receive stim-
uli to polish up their 
own personnel man-
agement through their 
cooperation with ed-
ucation. Especially in 
the graphical sector, 
where training of em-
ployees occurs sporad-
ically and where a per-
manent urge for inno-
vative changes in prod-
ucts and services are a 
need to survive, educa-
tion may inspire com-
panies through the ed-
ucational model. Just 
as we too consult and 
actively seek out busi-
nesses to pro� t from 
the latest trends in Hu-
man Resources Man-
agement. And that is 
an inspiration…

Introduction
With printing procedure simulation one can get 
closer to making the best decisions for a set 
framework including the following: machinery, 
time standards, and material expenditures. Sim-
ulation programs are installed in the laborato-
ry computers and are constantly available to stu-
dents with possibility of reaching the program 
and database through the web system. Getting 
acquainted, learning and testing through com-
puter support is a turning point in resolving tasks 
linked with the branch in question.

Simulation has been divided into several lev-
els. Micro-models deal with details such as bot-
tlenecks and stoppages of certain production plan 
parts. These models simulate dynamic production 
work� ows which are observed as the area where 
there are many unknown factors subject to possi-
ble changes and tolerances.

The macro-level of the simulation depends on 
� xed standard values. Production is described in 
its entirety as a possible job order for the produc-
tion of a book, newspaper, poster and many other 
graphic products. Certain courses cover planning 
simulation in their sphere of interest. Thus graph-
ic prepress is specialized, printing as a separate 
whole, and also postpress work.

Before entering the area of experimenting and 
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Experimenting with a graphic production workflow model motivates students in finding solutions for 
many situations linked with machine and material exploitation planning. By changing parameters that 
describe printing capacities and with printing procedure simulation one can get closer to making the best 
workflow decisions.

The software basis is the XML technology and relational databases. It is insisted that graphic display 
should be in SVG technology. There is possibility of reaching the program and database through the web 
system like e-Learning tool. The possibility has been given thereby to constantly test ideas in respect to 
possible graphic production solutions. 

Before entering the area of experimenting and changing parameters describing graphic production 
processes, estimates and the offer are made, and the plan for linking workflows is carried out. Accent is 
on the thesis that any product may be made in many ways. Simulation is the basis for discussion on the 
quality of the graphic production proposed solutions. All programs have been created on basis of real 
tasks in respect to graphic production calculations in printing plants. The experimental student variant 
gives possibility to develop a great number of situations without fear that this will cause expenses and 
damage. Experiments with extreme ideas are allowed as the parameter for prohibited, impossible solu-
tions.

changing parameters describing graphic produc-
tion processes, estimates and the offer are made, 
and the plan for linking work� ows is carried out. 
Accent is on the thesis that any product may be 
made in many ways. Simulation is the basis for 
discussion on the quality of the graphic produc-
tion proposed solutions.

Programs for simulation are constantly go-
ing through improvement by accepting the ideas 
that have come up during experimenting. All pro-
grams have been created on basis of real tasks 
in respect to graphic production calculations in 
printing plants. The experimental student variant 
gives possibility to develop a great number of sit-
uations without fear that this will cause expenses 
and damage. Experiments with extreme ideas are 
allowed as the parameter for prohibited, impossi-
ble solutions.

A relational database on graphic production 
machines, capacities, standards and sample solu-
tions has been organized in Microsoft SQL Server 
2005 with the possibility of data addition and in-
dividualizing. Data has been included on old and 
more recent machines, different manner of oper-
ation, as for instance the one including manual 
binding all the way to newspaper collectors.
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Digital control of 
graphic production standards
The preliminary condition necessary to build a 
graphic production program model to be used 
for simulation experimenting is the existence of a 
database containing graphic process standards. 
Besides the database there must be a system 
for digital control of graphic process standards. 
Through such a system the experimenter can con-
trol certain graphic production models on basis of 
parameter standards. Three groups of standards 
have been made:

graphic prepress standards,• 
printing standards,• 
postpress standards.  • 

Each group of standards has separate tables in 
the relational database that can be accessed with 
the help of the corresponding XMLSchema. Con-
temporary relational database technologies to-
gether with XML based technologies allow set-
ting of standards and their mutual relationships 
on a much higher standard of complexity than 
ever before. With the help of XMLSchema it has 
been made possible to determine various commu-
nication dictionaries with recorded standards in 
the relational database. Thus the standards and 
their relations become XML transactions as inde-
pendent and self-describing data aggregate. The 
XMLSchema is also a software interface towards 
the relational database where the integrity of all 
data is kept as well as the XML transactions that 
have taken place.

Graphic prepress has not been processed to 
date in such a way as to have good-quality stand-
ards. The paper‘s authors have classi� ed graphic 
prepress standards into six categories:

graphic design,• 
layout,• 
scanning,• 
CTP (imposition, processing, ripping),• 
speci� c jobs,• 
outsourcing• 

Speci� c jobs may be those linked with proof print-
ing phases and job phases that are linked with 
communicating the job ordering party. Such com-
munication is linked with making PDF � les that 
are sent for proof  before entering the imposition 
phase for which EPS is preferred or sending and 
receiving proofread textual forms before being in-

corporated into the ready stylized layouts.   
Printing machine standards have been con-

stantly developed dating from the period before 
graphic industry was transformed from crafts-
manship into a real industry. Such standards have 
been classi� ed into four groups:

sheet printing,• 
web printing,• 
digital printing,• 
other printing.• 

The basic printing machine standards consist of a 
certain machine printing unit number, determined 
make ready time, machine format and printing 
speed in various qualitative conditions, technical 
addition to printing runs for printing adjustments 
and similar. All standards must be subject to 
modi� cations. This applies especially to machine 
speeds that change depending on the jobs, but 
also on the machine consumption. Standard var-
iables differ in respect to machines that print on 
sheets compared to web printing machines.

One of the most complex parts of graphic pro-
duction is graphic postpress. Over a hundred dif-
ferent dependent and independent graphic post-
press processes must have their standard param-
eters that are most often completely different as 
to number and type. Figure 1 shows the dynamic 
standard table for machine folding of sheets that 
is controlled digitally with as many as four keys 
for standardizing: sheet format, number of folds, 
paper and fold type.

Figure 1: Machine sheet folding standards

Graphic production modeling
Before entering any experimentation phase and 
modifying parameters that describe the graphic 
production processes, calculations are made and 
plans are developed for connecting work� ow 
phases. Stress is on the thesis that each product 
may be made in many different ways. Simula-
tion is the basis for discussions on quality of the 
graphic production proposed solutions.

Figure 2 shows the system for dynamic build-
ing of graphic prepress phase models that may 
be found in contemporary graphic production 
work� ows using a built-up database of stand-
ards.

Graphic prepress modeling is based on knowl-
edge coming from the following areas: scene 
and sample digitalization, color separation, text 
and image integration,  offset plate direct and 
indirect production, production of bitmaps for 
digital printing, RIP function and digital � le indi-
vidualization.

Standards for graphic processes with the help 
of XML elements and attributes are described in 
the model. A system of equations and functions 
is incorporated that connect the variables be-
tween different graphic prepress phases. A Pre-
press model is built with the help of de� ned op-
erations, process nodes and graphic prepress re-
courses.

Figure 2: The system for building graphic prepress phase models

The system for constructing printing phase mod-
els contains many parameters and an equation 
aggregate linking them. Simulation programs are 
in a constant development phase accepting ide-
as that have come up during experimenting. All 
programs have emerged from real tasks based on 
graphic product calculations in printing plants. An 
experimental study variant gives the opportuni-
ty to elaborate a great number of situations with-
out fear of extra costs and damage. Experiments 
with extreme ideas are allowed as an indicator of 
prohibited, impossible solutions. It is also possible 
to analyze in this manner the virtual machine with 
n printing units, with various automation levels, 
with different make ready periods and printing 
working speeds. 

Figure 3 shows a printing phase simulator for 
sheet printing. It contains four groups of simula-
tion variables and parameters:

experimental variables (machine type, pa-• 
per type, offset plate type, printing run, re-
quired number of pages that are of a certain 
format, number of colors on the front and 
back pages)

standard parameters (number of printing • 
units, make ready time for the � rst and the 
following sheets, machine washing time, 
speed, machine format, paper weight, offset 
plate durability),

executed control variables (standardized • 
machine speed, number of pages on the 
sheet, number of sheet runs through the 
machine, the necessary number of differ-
ent sheets, the required number of machine 
make readies, technical addition in total and 
per run, number of required offset plates)

variables as a result of simulation (quanti-• 
ty and paper cost, quantity and plate cost, 
quantity and ink cost, required time and ma-
chine make ready cost, required time and 
printing machine work cost, overall time and 
overall printing phase cost)
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Figure 3: Printing phase simulator for sheet printing

Work with such a simulator enables learning of 
interlinked dependencies between all printing pa-
rameters on one hand and also studying machine 
utilization for various printing machines. As a re-
sult of experimental work with a simulating mod-
el � gure 4 shows sub-chain productivity – press 
for a concrete problem coming from practical pro-

duction. The task was to determine the optimum 
use of two web press machines: the independent 
Lithoman, the independent Polyman and the hy-
brid use of both machines. It is easy to get infor-
mation from the graph as to which printing runs it 
is best to use those two machines.

Figure 4: Subchain productivity - press

Figure 5 shows the system for building graphic 
postpress phase models. Each operation in graph-
ic postpress has parameters for standards that 
are in many cases different from operation to op-
eration.

The display standard level is provided, as well 
as the factorization of the calculated quantities 
for all modeling types. The calculated time is dis-
played with the possibility of extension and com-
ments made by the user. This is essential for im-
proving standards in case the entered ones are at 
a certain moment inadequate for a possible sit-
uation that has sprung up, including the goal to 
have the possibility for later standards alterations 
in the database to be applied for future models. 
Complex graphic postpress activities may consist 
of several dozens phase types. The model works 
for any eventual phase insertion.

It is possible to edit each phase separately 
through return references to the module for input 
of the wanted quantity and calculator module. 
The phase integrator is the XSLT module started 
by the occasion when a new phase appears as a 
trigger of the model re-calculator. Triggering and 
starting of the XSLT processor is carried out with 
the help of XMLDOM technology.

Figure 5: System for building graphic postpress phase models

Conclusion
In order to be able to construct printing work-
� ow models we must have knowledge on the ex-
isting printing works resources and the manner 
and type of business operations that take place 
there. Such knowledge contains stochastic and 
function data for constructing models based on 
the state of matters found on basis of which the 
desired simulation model will be derived. The 
data is gathered on basis of recording, measure-
ments and questionnaires. Each printing works al-
ready has its well established work� ows for pro-
ducing its standard products, but not in the form 
of digital models. In order to turn such work� ows 
into digital models, the knowledge and experi-
ence must be described digitally and archived. Af-
ter such a system has been created, the existing 
knowledge is incorporated into the database as 
well as the measurements that had been made on 
basis of real production processes and they are 
the basis for building work� ow models of good 
quality.

A relational database on graphic production 
machines, capacities, standards and sample solu-
tions has been organized in Microsoft SQL Server 
2005 with the possibility of data addition and in-
dividualizing. Data has been included on old and 
more recent machines, different manner of oper-
ation, as for instance the one including manual 
binding all the way to newspaper collectors.

In this research graphic production models are 
basis for  web e-Learning tools. The experimental 
student variant gives possibility to develop a great 
number of situations without fear that this will 
cause expenses and damage. The possibility has 
been given thereby to constantly test ideas in re-
spect to possible graphic production solutions. Ex-
periments with extreme ideas are allowed as the 
parameter for prohibited or impossible solutions.
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Introduction
In the 1990s, increasing environmental aware-
ness led to active research on the environmen-
tal impacts of the printing processes. The focus of 
these studies was on eco-balances (Juntunen et 
al. 1994), life-cycle assessments (Dalhielm & Ax-
elsson 1995, INFRAS 1998, Larsen et. al 2004) or 
energy ef� ciency (Westren-Doll 1997). Most � nd-

Pentti Viluksela

Environmental Attitudes of Media Technology Students

The environmental attitudes and opinions of EVTEK media technology students were surveyed as part of 
a larger study on the environmental sustainability in the Finnish printing and publishing industry. Data 
was collected through online questionnaires. The response rate was 10.9 %.

The findings revealed that students regard environmental issues as important. They see that media 
companies should invest more in environmental activities than what they do today. Especially print 
media students think that it is important to include environmental issues in the curriculum. There were 
some minor differences in the responses of digital media vs. print media, female vs. male and senior vs. 
junior student groups.

Students’ views corresponded quite well with the views of industry experts and printing and publish-
ing companies. Authorities, customers and company management are seen as the most important 
drivers for environmental action, while environmental organisations are not very important. However, 
book publishers consider environmental organisations more important and authorities less important 
than the other respondent groups.

Environmental education and training is needed both at the university and in the industry. The 
Finnish Ministry of Education promotes an integrated approach, where sustainability will be taken into 
account in all university activities. Environmental and sustainability issues would also be included in 
media technology courses in the future.

Figure 1: The life cycle of printed products and the environmental impacts (Viluksela 2008).

ings pointed to papermaking as the main cause of 
environmental load. The interest in developing the 
printing process moved from scienti� c research to 
practical applications of environmentally friendlier 
materials and processes. The life cycle stages and 
their impacts are presented in Figure 1.

Nordic printing companies started to adopt vol-
untary environmental tools in the late 1990s. Most 
popular were EMSs (environmental management 
systems), based on the environmental management 
system standard ISO 14001, and the Nordic eco-
label for printed products, known as the Swan la-
bel (Nordic Ecolabelling 2007). Manufacturers of 
graphic materials – paper, ink, etc. – also devel-
oped environmentally friendly products, and equip-
ment manufacturers improved the energy ef� ciency 
and develop resource-saving techniques.

At the same time, environmental legislation ex-
panded to cover the larger printing companies. A 
permit system with emission limits was put in place 
in the EU countries, following the Integrated Pollu-
tion Prevention and Control (IPPC) directive and the 
Solvents Emission directive (EU 1996 and 1999). 
The most recent addition to the regulation is the EU 
reference document on Best Available Techniques 
(BAT), specifying the environmentally sound techni-
cal solutions and respective emissions for the main 
printing processes (EU 2007).
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